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Philanthropy: A catalyst for Protecting Our Planet

Only 2%, (between $US 7.5-12.5 billion) of global philanthropy goes towards climate action but there is fast-growing philanthropic interest to 
use their tools to help corporates and governments. How can public and private sector players better harness the power of catalytic 
philanthropy to close the $100 trillion gap for equitable climate and nature solutions by 2050?
This session launches GAEA's Call to Action, the World Economic Forum’s new global effort to raise additional, smarter and catalytic giving to 
unlock and de-risk private finance and government-procured funds for climate and nature at speed, scale and impact.

Cultural Leaders as a Catalyst of Change with 
Refik Anadol

Join media artist Refik Anadol as he guides us through his collaborative work with business corporations, educational institutions, scientists, 
designers and architects to discover and develop trailblazing approaches to data narratives and artificial intelligence.

Cultural Leaders as a catalyst of Change with Max 
Frieder

Join artist, educator and thought leader Max Frieder as he immerses us into the challenging yet creative lives of refugee youth in camps across 
the globe. With art as an outlet, the youth have found methods to articulate their trauma and express their hopes for the future.

Cultural Leaders as a Catalyst of Change with 
Maya Lin

Join 2023 Crystal Awardee Maya Lin, the artist of the celebrated Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington DC and other highly acclaimed 
art and architectural works, as she guides us through her fifth and last memorial to species and places that are either extinct or will likely 
disappear in our lifetime if we do not act to protect them.

Cultural leaders as a catalyst of change withImmy 
Humes

Join Oscar-nominated documentary filmmaker, producer and author Immy Humes as she shares stories and group portraits of remarkable 
women from her book, The Only Woman. 
Through her work, Humes reveals and reframes how women and men have related socially in surprising and poignant ways and how the 
undeniable phenomenon of "the only woman" is still as relevant today as it was over 100 years ago.

Cultural leaders as a catalyst of change with 
Platon

Join photographer Platon, in conversation with Filippo Grandi, the UN High Commissioner for Refugees, to discuss the power of film and 
photography to represent the many faces and voices of those forced to flee.
The session will debut excerpts from a Portrait of Stranger, a multimedia collaboration between Platon and UNHCR. This collective portrait 
of human fragility and fortitude illustrates how the human spirit shares universal truths – the desire to be free, to be safe, to be respected, to 
belong.

Noa’s Ark – Music as a Catalyst for Change

With a career spanning over 30 years, Noa (Achinoam Nini) and Gil Dor have released over 15 albums, graced many of the world’s most 
prestigious stages and performed for three popes. They dedicate their time and creative efforts towards raising awareness of the climate crisis 
and the plight of the Red Sea corals in particular. 
Join us for an exclusive musical performance with Noa and Gil Dor, followed by a conversation on how art and science can be interwoven with 
diplomacy and decisions for the collective good.


